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WOOSTER VOICE
Published by the Students of the College ofWooster

Campus
Briefs
Man pleads guilty to
charge of menacing
on campus
The assault which occurred on the
College campus on the 16th of
January has been resolved. A man
pleaded guilty to the charge of
menacing and was sentenced last
Friday.

Larry Long plays
for Wooster
audience
Long played guitar, harmonica.
Native American flute, mouth harp
and harmonica in Mackey Hall to a
crowded College audience.

As he played, he provided a running discourse on a variety of social issues. His music is inspired
by his social activism.
The Tuesday night performance
marked his second visit to Woost
er.

Betas host 20th annual Herrick Run
This past Monday night the Betas
participated in their 20th annual
jockstrap run. Well over a hundred
College students attended the
event.
As usual the run took place in
snow and icy temperatures. Parker
Thomas highlighted the run by
"baring it all."
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SAB President
KIM DOUGLASS
Assistant News Editor
The new president of the Student
Activities Board for the College
has been selected, following an apinterview
plication and two-hoprocess. Junior Kelli Holmes will
officially replace Keith Nahigian
this Sunday during a workshop
when she and the 13 chairpersons
of SAB's committees will be ini
ur

16

,

J

tiated.

Holmes, along with Assistant
Director of Student Activities Rick
Slood is currently in the process of
interviewing candidates for the
chairs of these committees.
Says Holmes, "This is our biggest job right now. Next weekend
all of the chairpersons. Rick
Flood, and myself will go away to
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Sanchez reads poetry to
begin Black Forum
KRISTIN FLACHSBART
Assistant News Editor

The 1990 Black Forum series
opened last night in McGaw Chapel with Wooster's Black Leader-i- n
Residence Sonia Sanchez. Sanchez, an internationally known
poetess, playwright, and editor, focused on the topic, "Poetry and its
Perspective for African Americans

intheWs."

;

Last night's forum also marked
the beginning of Black History
Month. Sanchez recited and commented on many of her poems and
short stories. She dedicated her
presentation to Langston Hughes,

Audrey Lord, and Malcolm X.

Sanchez's poetry and stories generally focus on the theme of Mack
women, their lives, and their relationships with men. One of her
more memorable stories. Norma,
was about an intelligent student in
Sanchez's algebra and French classes whom she admired in high Baa.aM...va..iaaaaaaaaaaaa.aaaaaaa.ai.aaaa.aaaaaa aaaaaaaaaaaai
school. Years later, the poet Pickering, the man behind Robin Williams character in
meets Norma in a chance encounDead Poets' Society, recognized Wooster student
ter, and notices that Norma has achievement. (Photo by Mike Pepper)
now become a single mother of
four and a drug addict
Many of Sanchez's poems focused on family members, includ- -

Pickering entertains students at
20th annual recognition banquet

see

Sanchez: page
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JENNIFER SPILBURG
Feature Editor

Wooster student experiences
Palestine-Israconflict first-han- d

by living mundane; everyday experiences to the fullest He suggested that

el

eas. Sponsored by various churches, synagogues and radio stations
While events in Eastern Europe in the United States, Samer has
visited more than IS Catholic high
have taken the Middle East situation off the front page, the crises schools and 20 religious institucontinue between the Palestinians tions in the Pittsburgh area to exand the Israelis. Originally from plain his views on how the current
East Jerusalem, Samer Dajani, a political crises have affected his
first-yecommunity in East Jerusalem.
business economics ma"What I would like to see hapjor at The College of Wooster,
holds a view not often heard by pen first is a complete withdrawal
of the Israeli army from all occuAmericans.
He arrived in the United States pied lands taken by them in the
in June of 1989. Since then he Six Day War in 1967," said Samhas been giving lectures to both er. "Next, I would also like our
students and community members people to be granted national
and a right to es tab-sabout the current Palestinian situation in Israel, the West Bank, the
Conflict: page 5
Gaza Strip and the neighboring ar--.
self-determinat-

I see it 16

.
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experiences are not neProfessor Samuel Pickering, the
inspiration for the character of cessary in order to experience the
uniqueness and mystery of life.
John Keating in last year's hit mospeech.
Pickering's
After
was
the
Society,
Poet's
vie Dead
Yvonne
Williams
Faculty
Dean
recof
annual
twentieth
speaker at the
presented students with honors,
ognition banquet last Friday. Stuprizes, and scholarships; Vice
were
dents honored at the banquet
those who had been named to Phi President of Academic Affairs Hay-de- n
Schilling assisted. Forty-nin- e
Beta Kappa in the junior year, stuwere presented.' seven of
awards
dents with a cumulative grade
shared by two or three
were
which
point average of 3.8 or higher, college scholars of the class of 1993, students. ' Recognition was
and students selected to receive awarded for achievement in many
awards.

Pickering, who is professor of
English at the University of Connecticut, delivered a speech entitled
"Imagining the World." Through
a series of often witty anecdotes,
Pickering modified John Keatings
message of "carpe diem," by pointing out that one may seize, the day

subjects, including overall achieve-

ment. French, international relations, performing arts, chemistry,
extracurricular activities, urban
studies, history, debate; German,
philosophy, math, religion, biology, geology, art history,
gy, and Spanish and Italian.
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Commentary:

Some possible answers to why Safe walk folded
MELFORD FERGUSON
Opinions Editor
JULIE WOOSLEY
News Editor
Safewalk closed down as

'

security services instead.
Wooster is perceived as a
Maybe students felt more small, safe city with a low
comfortable with official se- crime rate.
curity staff members escorting them to their rooms.
MPF: I think that the spirit
behind safewalk is wonderlack
that
the
I
believe
ful. However, due to the fact
JSW:
attributed
can
interest
to
be
of
that this campus has a rather
the size of the campus and low crime rate in comparison
the surrounding community. to other college campuses,
Many students have ex- safewalk was not really needpressed to me that they felt ed. Furthermore, the new
perfectly safe walking home student security staff memby themselves at night The bers, the ones with the yelwhole campus is only a few low jackets, took away from
blocks across, and is crossed the safewalk business.
paths
by several
near occupied buildings, as JSW: I agree, Melford. Stu
well as a busy street Also,

of Thursday, January 25,
1990. We would like to dis-

cuss some of the reasons
why safewalk may have discontinued its operation. We
wilt attempt to give reasons
for why safewalk has shut

down, despite continued

problems and concerns from
the campus community.

MPF: Safewalk probably
closed down due to the fact
that the few students that
used the services preferred

well-light-

ed

dents have other options if
they do feel unsafe. They
can walk in groups or ask a
friend to walk them home,
and they can still call security
for a ride home. In fact, I
understand that even when
safewalk was in effect, security was receiving requests
for rides. Perhaps this was
because students felt embarrassed to ask peers to walk
them home. I believe that it
was seen as a weakness, as
something to be ashamed of,
instead of an intelligent precaution.
MPF: Speak Julie! Speak

Julie! I totally agree. I have
known peers who have been

somewhat embarrassed to

.

say that they have gotten a
ride from safewalk. Just imagine one of your classmates
walking you home and reminding you of this fact for
the rest of your days at
Wooster. This could lead to
public humiliation. Oh, my
God! But, on the other hand,
you could be one of the small
percentage of students on this
campus who are attacked.
see

Safewalk:
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Sparks angry oyer
EPC decision
To the editor
I am one of the parents who is
shocked and upset with the EPCs
decision not to renew the faculty
position in stringed instruments. I
want to reiterate Susan Hayden
Russell's letter in the Voice on
Dec. 8 and also the letter from 12
students printed in the Voice on
Dec. 12 regarding the future of the
music department.
My daughter, being a string musician, chose Wooster over two
universities close to our home
which offered her full music scholarships because of Wooster's size
and string program. She has been
studying and grooming for performance since elemntary school.
It is a crying shame that people
in policy-makin- g
positions make
decisions without regard to the
needs of the students. Could it be
that they, being
have no knowledge of how impor
non-musicia-

ns,

e
tant a
string position is
to the success of the program? Or
do they not deem the string program to be very important to
Wooster? Obviously it is important to at least 12 students and one
concerned musicianparentWooster
staff member.
Have them cut something from
the sports program and there would
'be a battle ensuing. An outcry
from athletes and fans would arise
like no other! Why should talented musicians have to accept the
judgment without question?
Please, I urge the EPC to rethink this decision for the high
standard of musical excellence that
has been Wooster's reputation. I
hope Wooster will continue to offer string players a strong orchestra
and a string ensemble with opportunities to perform. Please do not
take away this most important pofull-tim-

sition regarding the future of
Wooster's music departmenL
Sincerely,
Barbara P. Sparks
see Letters: page 4

AJlie Kulow

Melissa Mus Manesiotis
Keri Dillion, Tom Turriff
Trina Brown, Dana DeWeese
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Film deals with racism on campuses

Explaining the importance of Black History:mon.Jh

This column is written by the

students in Racial and Ethnic
Groups in America, Sociology
214. The aim is to enlighten, empower, and 'wake up' the college
community to

a

broad understand-

ing of racial and ethnic issues on
our campus and elsewhere.
"Niggers, Spies, and Chinks:
Quit Complaining or Get OuL" It
was in 1986 at Smith College, in
Massachus

etts,

that

this slogan
was

spray-paint- ed

on

.-

Waking Up...

to draw.

"--

These

simi-

larities stem

the

Sociology 214 Class Members from

the wall of
a building.

common

The same
year at the
University of Massachusetts,

-

sev-

en black students had to be treated
for injuries after a mob attacked
any black student who was seen on
campus.
Racial incidents disturbed many
campuses across the United States;
included were Mount Holyoke and
Hampshire College in 1985, Har-

vard

black and white students on college campuses. On The College
of Wooster campus, many people
are deprived of the knowledge that
racism has such a large impact on
student life. The impact creates an
atmosphere of fear, hatred, antagonism, and isolation, not only for
blacks, but for white students too.
Parallels between The College
of Wooster community and larger
- universities
are not hard

Business

and

School

Swarthmore College in 1986, and
Columbia University, Berkeley
University, Perm State and Purdue

in 1987.
A documentary produced in
1988, Racism 101, reveals the

American
perience

ex- -

cross-burnin- g,

re-

ality of racial tension between

see

progressing; toaUawior BJLacks to
color as I.
As we have entered Black Histo
respected
be beaten, - lynched, 'drowned,
been
not
have
Blacks
as
resurfaces
debate
ry Month, the
burned, raped, and whateyer other
to why a month is especially put enough to have their positive hiselementary
violent act Whites wanted to perour
into
peotory
entered
Some
history.
aside for Black
form, without a fear of being repri(in
most
books
school
high
and
Black
a
is
ple argue that if there
manded. Actually, White history
history
begins
at
Black
cases.
History month, then there should
is not all that pretty,, at least the
a
month
why
is
That
slavery).
also be an Hispanic, Chinese or
stuff that we're not taoght in
Blacks
to
for
dedicated
Indian History Month. In fact, I must be
(At
school.
up.
lifted
believe that is a valid point and have a chance to be
As you can see. Black
ethnic groups should Month is not only
History
work on putting presa
time
to focus on hc ac-- sures on legislators to
complishments.
of Blacks,
do so. However, be
FRANCIS MILLER,
we
also
must
focus on why
cause this is Black HisREPRESENTATIVE OF
know
we
of heir ac- not
do
tory Month I will solely
THE MEN OF DREAM HOUSE
ishments:i.e. the
cornel
deal with the matters at
open
gin
the
first
.
cotton
hand.
to
surgery,
The first point I would like to least for one month out of twelve. heart
few.
a
name only
make is that there is an overriding Right?)
And then we must com$ to a reBlack History Month must also
belief that this month is only for
be directed toward Whites, but alization that Black History, and I
Blacks to learn about their anceswill include women and other ethtors. It is true that Blacks need to with a different purpose. The maknow that their predecessors were a jority of Whites have grown up nic groups who,, unhoticeably,
central part of the development of with notions surrounding them have helped the United States
this country because Blacks have'' that they are better than Blacks grow, should be incorporated into
American history. This neans
been denied that perspective in simply because they are White.
that true American history! would
is
a
lie.
It
is
assumption
That
their educational upbringing.
taught for twelve mondis, inbe
our
that
realize
time for Whites to
I have been taught how great the
posistead
of just a spattering cif
foreparents blessed us with
people of my color have been
hisOntegrjiuon of
throughout my growing up, as too tions of power by using the labor
equal respect for all
with
education
of other humans to build this into
have Blacks been taught my culwill help rid the
groups
ture. As true and as false as that an economically strong nation. It ethnic
history may be, it has been handed is time for us to learn that our country of some of its ignorance
foreparents applied laws and codes arid some ofitsmegsmfc etfcnic nodown to me, thanks to the proJ&eace
gramming of the school board in order to keep Blacks from tions.
skin
same
wear
the
members who
.

Dream House

-

the-traffic.lig-

which is shaped by white middle-an- d
upper- - class males. Consequently, we as a society tend to be
ignorant to any group that possesses different values, beliefs, and
norms from ours.
The movie portrays actual feelings and experiences which have
previously occured on The College
of Wooster campus; the Galpin
sit-ithe fake
the
KKK masks, and the candlelight
march are not isolated incidents,
but have comparable significance
on other college campuses.
n,
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that the library has adequate resources for the assignments
you are given at Wooster? What kinds off things would you Ifre to
ViS
the library do to maintain or Increase Its level off efficiency?

Speak Your Mind
t
I

--

v

,

--

-

Do you think

fyj

se

I

X
:;:-- :.

?

r;

:,1
I

m

fK

available through I.LX. But relying on 111. too much can be a
problem since there is a waiting
period. The library needs more resources on hand, especially foreign
materials. It should also be open

.rf

v..

a
It has a lot of resources that are

N

A

f

-

'V"

i

I do think the library has the necessary resources to do my assignments. I would like to see the
computerized card catalog system
working soon. This would make
the library more efficient
Mario Jarrin, Senior

later.

Julia Causey, Junior. ,

i)

'i:rr"l.: ii'tfi? S.'r.'JI

- -

f

..

-

t

f

$

tM
It is somewhat reliable, but in
classes like psych it is hard to find
scientific journals. It is somewhat
limited. Help is also hard to find
at times.
Mark Rothman, Sophflmore

X

A

:

4

m

No, I don't think that it has adequate resources. I think they have
'
to enlarge pretty much everything.
It is sad when you find an article
that would be good for a paper you
are writing and you cant find it.
Sara Shumar, Sophomore

"

V

'

.

'

.ill
si A

:

.

O

No, I don't think they have adequate resources. The. pchool
spends money on dorms and things
when the library needs updating.
I have to use JXXl'jbfjmoch. It
is a hassle, to wail for awfcek for
your info and sometimes teachers
dont want to give extensions.

Tdk;.Bnds,

ipmxnore;
,;.-.tio-
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as a social barometer

GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS: MTV
"I want to hurt you just to bear
you screaming my name."
-- Alice Cooper
"If it's good for me, it's good for
you."
-- Milli Vanilli
You've probably seen me hanging out in front of the Lowry Center big television. I do a whole lot
of that, but I'm doing more than
simply vegging in front of MTV.
In fact, I think that's one of the
most hazardous things a person
can do. Jesse Jackson says it in an
advertisment for MTV popular
music is the number one vehicle
for communicating ideas and attitudes in the youth market. The

-

bands are feeding us ideas through
the words and images they choose,
and although they may not have
bad intentions, the result is far
from innocuous.
Take as an ex- -

heavy

ample

gang rapes. On Motley Crfle's
new album the myth of the "ever
eyelined, hairsprayed objects ready girl" is fully explored, most
in metal videos. Sam Kinnison's notably in the "She Goes Down,"
video for his remake of "Wild a song whose title really says it
all. '

heavy metal; countless more examples are seen in the parade of

span-dexe- d,

Conceptions
Ms. SABRA
AARON,

Don't

be

fooled. Head
bangers aren't
the only, culmuch as any
REPRESENTATIVE OF WOMEN'S ISSUES
prits,
but they
fourteen year old
the
most
mmmm
boy, and I can
murolpopular
Every
type
of
overt.
understand the lyrics as well as he Thing" features Jessica Hahn
perpetuates
today
seen
sic
MTV
in
on
can. These phenomenally popular ling around and fondling herself
that women are
bands have some very troubling a greased pit as a large crowd of sexist attitudes
things to say. The quote from heavy metal musicians stand always eager for sex, that it's okay
Alice Cooper is but one example around jeering, a scene chillingly for a man to be with many women
of the profound misogyny in reminiscent of many accounts of (but not vice versa), that women

I love
metal.
as
metal
heavy

"want" to be forced. It's all there,
and it's important to know why.
One of the main reasons is the
absence of women from the business side of the music industry.
While there are increasing numbers of women in many areas of
performance, mere is still a lack in
the roles of producer, engineer,
songwriter, and front man. Women who play guitars in prominent
bands? I can count them on one
hand. Because of the small number of women in management,
fewer women get the kind of support their male counterparts do.

see

Music:
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Letters: Graffiti wall displays lack of diversity on campus
continued from page 2

Radvansky dismayed
over lack of
diversity displayed
on graffiti wall
Dear Editor,
Enraged, frightened, discouraged.

If one person can feci all this at
once, you can bet he is not alone.
Regarding the graffiti board in
Lowry Center, Terry Miller's commentary proved to be an excellent
view of "what others on this camor were not
pus were thinking
thinking as the case may be."
Neither naivete nor ignorance can
continue to be reasons for thinking
that homophobic slurs do not exist
on this campus. Unfortunately,
remarks against homosexuals do
exist. But I still cannot comprehend why these comments are still
heard on a campus that celebrates
diversity.
Perhaps not many students, as
well as faculty and staff, understand what diversity represents.
The Random House College Dictionary (1982:388) gives an appropriate definition, synonym if
you will, for diversity multiformity.. I encourage every one of
you to read this definition again.
It refers to multiformity, NOT
conformity. Homosexuals are different; but so are heterosexuals,
women', men, black people, and,
BRCjET.' YOURSELVES, yes,
hite people are also different.
4
. toiks' whether you are aware of
it or hot, this is diversity: differences among people, people who
are different Understand it; under

stand yourselves; and most of all,
understand each other. Only then
will there be respect for all people,
including ourselves. I encourage'
everyone to celebrate diversity and'
to experience the sensation of living in harmony. Peace, my
friends.
Daniel Radvansky

Aaron provides
feminist critique
of graffiti wall
To the Editor.
Last week's issue of the Voice
was
with commentary
on the now infamous graffiti wall.
As a feminist, I was disturbed by
much of what was written on the
wall. Misogyny, homophobia,
and racism were all represented,
telling us that these attitudes are
alive and well even in the excessively liberal atmosphere of The
College of Wooster.
I write "excessively liberal" because it seems to me that a person
whose ideas fall outside the accepted Wooster line has a difficult time
in finding a forum in which to express those ideas. There is very
little of the much-toute- d
Wooster
tolerance when someone questions
a position which is considered politically correct. For example,
when students occupied Galpin last
spring, one of their demands was
for several permanent program
house options for black students.
I did not accept this demand as reasonable, and I considered writing a
letter to the newspaper expressing
my opinion. I decided not to, first
of all because the crisis passed be
jam-pack-

ed

fore I could get a letter composed,
and secondly because I knew that
such a statement would be condemned as an attack on the black
students and their goals for the
demonstration. I chose not to subject myself to the sort of criticism
I knew I would receive, and I can
easily imagine other people with
more conservative viewpoints feeling similarly. We "forward- - .
thinking liberals" need to exercise
we
a little of the
demand as we are exposed to ideas
to which we are opposed.
There is no doubt that much of
what was scrawled on the wall was
vile and full of hate, and it angers
me that the people who believe
these things do not have the courage to stand by their ideas. If I
believe in something strongly
enough to want other people to
know my opinion, then I had best
be willing to sign my name to it
Every week groups such as Dream
House, Students for Peace through
Action, and Women in Harmoni-ou- s
Association with Men (with
which I am affiliated) write articles
which frequently express controEveryone,
versial viewpoints.
knows we write them, and we get
flak for the ideas we present I
personally welcome such feedback,
and I will always listen to a reasonable expression of an opposing
viewpoint In fact, it seems impossible to fully form one's opinions without a thorough understanding of all sides of an issue.
However, one cannot "know thy
enemy" if that enemy won't sign a
name.
m sign mine,
Sabra Aaron
open-mindedne-

ss

Toensmeier responds
to attack on
Kellogg's Boycott
To the editor
I would like to start this letter
by explaining my purpose as I do
not wish to demean a project that I
care so much about with what will
surely appear to be petty bickering
and namecalling in the Voice. My
goal is not to beat up those who
oppose the movement to remove
Kellogg's in the press. My goal
is to have Kellogg's removed from
this campus because of their involvement in South Africa. I am
not on a personal crusade against
Vice President S noddy and Jeff
Golds.

wrong with disagreement
I showed Mr. Snoddy my letter
before I had it printed. He said
that he did not agree with it, but
he agreed that it was an accurate
representation of the purchasing
policy. My purpose in showing
him the letter was to make sure
that I did not misrepresent him or
the policy.
Mr. Golds suggested that the
way to remove Kellogg's would be
for students to stop eating it
Once again, in the interest of fair
representation, I spoke to Mr.
Golds. I asked him if he has spoken to any of the 819 students who
voted to have Kellogg's removed.
I wanted to know if he had asked
them why they are still eating Kellogg's, even after they voted to
have removed.
Since Mr. Golds has not spoken
to any students on this issue, I
will tell you what I have discovered in my conversations around
campus. Students really do have a
desire to have Kellogg's removed.
Unfortunately for them, they are

Let me give you a history of
what has happened in the last two
issues of the Voice. In the Jan. 19
edition, I wrote a letter which was
critical of the College's purchasing
policy. I stated that this policy did
not leave room for students to determine what products appear in
the dining halls. The following not being offered alternative
week, January 26, a letter written brands. If a person wants to eat
by Jeff Golds appeared accusing Corn Flakes, the only brand of
me of "misrepresentation of school Corn Flakes being offered here is
Kellogg's Corn Flakes. This is
policy."
Stuwhat I am working against
The members of my group.
dents for Peace through Action, Once again, I am not trying to
and I have spoken extensively with make people look bad in the press,
but I do have a goal which I take
Vice President of Finances William Snoddy. He has always made very seriously. After going to
himself available to us and has such great extents to be fair, it did
been quite helpful in trying to help not seem right to have a cause set
us gain a better understanding of back by a misrepresentation.
the College's purchasing policy.
It is true that we do not agree on Sincerely,
this policy, but there is nothing Lane Toensmeier
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SGA explores possi bility

alternative meal plan
DAVID DRING

Bush presents budget to Con-

gress: The administration presented the budget for the next fiscal year
to Congress on Monday. The bud
get envisions a dramatic decline in the federal deficit, aided by holding
down the growth of spending. The Democrats have expressed concern
over the optimism of expecting a smaller deficit without introducing
higher taxes.

Rumanians

Rumania struggles with political instability:

have been fiercely quarreling about the provisional government since it
was formed in December. The supporters of the government rallied in
the capital a day after the opposers protested the ruling of the Council
of National Salvation, as the government is called.
72 die in airplane crash in New York: A Colombian plane
that ran out of fuel while waiting for landing confirmation crashed on
approach to Kennedy International Airport on Thursday night last
week, killing 72 people, while 89 survived.
Polish Communist Party dissolves itself: The Communist
Party in Poland decided to dissolve itself with worries of being too
weak for the next elections, and moved to establish a new
political party before the elections.
Federal Reserve insists recession is unlikely: The chair of
the Federal Reserve Board, Alan Greenspan, asserted that the chance of
a recession has diminished markedly since spring and the nation's slow
growth is likely to prove a temporary hesitation.
East Germany moves elections to March: The government
and opposition in East Germany decided to hold national elections on
March 18 instead of May to form a coalition government that will rule
until then.
case:
Reagan is ordered to reveal diaries for Iran-ContReagan
to turn
A Federal district judge ordered former President Ronald
argues
that
over excerpts of his private diaries to John Poindexter, who
affair.
in
his
the
actions
they will prove Reagan approved
Mandela urges negotiations in South Africa: The symbolic
leader of South African blacks, Nelson Mandela, has called to the
white government for negotiations in order to end the civil strife and
ruin in the country.
Senate fails to override Bush's veto on China: The Senate
was four votes short of overriding the president's veto of a law that
would allow Chinese students to stay in the U.S. after graduation, citing the oppression present in China. The House overrode it last week.
left-of-cent- er

ra

Iran-Cont- ra

Compiled from The New York Times, January

25-- 3

1, 1990.
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Guest Writer
The Student Government Association has been working on providing the campus with an alternate meal plan. For the past year,
a subcommittee of SGA, the food
service committee (fsc), has conducted interviews with food service
administration and gathered information from different schools
about their meal plans.
A questionnaire, distributed during the spring semester of 1989,
surveyed approximately 30 percent
of the student body. The results
strongly suggested that alternative
meal plans of IS, 18, and 21
meals be offered to the students.
The majority of the responding
students understood that by chang- -'
ing the meal plan the meal prices
would change, yet they still preferred such an option.
The fsc met with William S noddy, vice president of finances, and
asked for his input on changing
the meal plan. According to Snod-dthe Board of Trustees is hesi
y,

tant to break down the comprehensive unit fee, which includes meal
cost Though students have an option not to eat or live on campus,
thus reducing the college fee, the
Trustees prefer not to unbundle the
comprehensive fee any further.
In 1971, the Trustees formed a
single fee for students that would
include such services as tuition,
lab courses, room and board,
health services, counseling, career
and placement services, tutoring,
athletic events and the use of physical educational, library, and computer facilities.

In constructing such' a fee, the
Trustees created a more residential
College; the comprehensive fee is
a means by which all students are
provided equal access to all options. Unbundling the fee would
require charges to students utilizing the above mentioned services.
Prices would also vary depending
on living conditions, whether a
student lives in a single,' double,
or triple, and upon the tnajbr & stu'
dent chooses to study:
S noddy expressed 'concern that

Y
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Dean of Students office implements
new Future Leaders': Seminar :''.J

.i

J

WILLIAM VAN CLEAVE
Editor-in-chi-ef

"We hope to get 25 people involved" in the new Future Leaders'
Seminar, said Sylvia Young, Assistant Dean of Students.
The seminar, which will begin
the week after Spring Break, will
"develop strong leadership and organizational skills and an understanding of leadership at Wooster,"
said Young. It is opened to all

lecture, .group
discussions, 'and video, tapes

members of the campus' with the
exception of seniors; however, an
application, complete with recommendations, is required, and a maximum of 25 people will be accepted into the seminar.
There will be four two hour sessions which will cover everything
from "situational leadership" and
"program planning" to "public
speaking skills" and "group dy-

team bmlclers,

namics."

place.

--

projects,

Young went on: to say that. ihe
seminar will "stress hands-o- n
and "avoid lecture as
much as possible." . .
Young and Dwayne Davis, director of residential life, will run the
n.,u
,in :.i..u-seminar. '
At the conclusion of the seminar
a recognition banquet will .take
--

--

-e-

xperience"

u

'

Teaching methods will include

Conflict: Student warns l srueuo
TS

withdrawal from Palestine
1

lish an independent democratic
state on the presently occupied
lands."

and
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continued from page
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the students did not realize ihe nt
of price changes. , JFood 5er?
vice determines the meal pqst It
is done by an absentee ratio, which
takes into account the average 35,
percent of students that do not attend meals per week. , ; -, uc '(
He added that students realistically pay for only 14 meals per jveek.
Changing ihe meal plan would
save the students thai at apPW
mately 14 meals a week jtome
money (roughly estimated $4Q)k
and cost the other students that cat
14 to 21 meals per week (roughly,
estimated $300 or more). ,
!
The fsc corresponded with differr
ent schools about their meal plans;
The schools that had alternate
meal plans had their Food Service
contracted outside the institution
making the plans' easier.-- - to- - con-

T--2-

TAMU--

r

He would also like to see access
to the holy places in Jerusalem
guaranteed to all people.
When asked by some high
school students why he and. his
family do not simply seek political asylum in the United States,
Samer replied, "My people have
been sacrificing their lives for

more than 21 years just to stay.
Why should I pack my bags and
7
leave? Tm not a coward!" ..
Many people ask Samer if he
has a hatred of the Jewish people.
.He replies, "I don't think this
whole situation is even a religious
conflict I only blame the Israelis
for taking our land and nothing
else. I think Jerusalem should become an international city since it
is sentimental to both the Jews
and to us. All I want is to have
my own Palestinian identity and
be recognized for it"

Conditions at1ibro)fi& normal for Samer. "Life'can ne v fee
stable there until eYemnEl'fS- , ...
.1;:' UO'
.j' id
solved, he said.
t

School life )s jnujrrupted'l'so
of teW'gai jii
the classroom; and on thejfcay, to
school, because aunW 56,000li- racu uuoys arc sibuuikh iu uk
area. :im asea,ioJseein&
detained and Jbeateri 1w m
Ilf IC n9llt
that
www Af
fr
waft nnv
viwv.Hi.i-r'ihave to accent 'it for. the time
many times becausi

1

mgSamersaid,
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SAB: Holmes interviews
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continued from page

1
get organized and get to know one
another."
After Sunday, her duties will in- elude weekly meetings with the
chairpersons to oversee the activities, as well as with other student
associations, such as the student
government Holmes also anticipates attending a conference of the
National Association of Campus
Activities one week before spring
break in Chicago. The focus of
the conference, says Holmes, is
"to get ideas, talk to agents about
new possibilities."
In terms of her own hopes for
SAB, Holmes says.Tm very enthused! One of my biggest goals is
to get the new committee chairs
and the whole campus excited
about our activities. I want to let
them see all the options we have.

Office

Office I

"'

Vestibule

Annex transformed into Student
Services Building
JULIE WOOSLEY
News Editor
Renovations on the old music
annex are now complete, and Career Development and Placement
(CD&P) will soon be moving into
a new office there from their
present location in Lowry Center.
tx:-?- ;
t
The building will also include office space for the Developmental
r ......
Learning Ceotcrfcand the basement
'Vcistojfial Services.
,
will be usefl-bh
:'
The new facilities 'will be called
'
H
-.- :C
the Student Services Center.
-til
'i
The reason for the move by
CD&P is mainly one of space, according to CD&P Secretary
Recruiting Coordinator Diana The Student Services Building, originally the Music
Annex, received a major face lift last semester. (Photo
Grice. The new facilities will include individual offices for CD&P by Mike Pepper)
back to dorm rooms. Since then, by the music department for classstaff, a conference room for workshops, and a computer work area they have been temporarily housed es, rehearsals, and storage space.
and larger library for informative in the old practice house, located The main floor was broken into
literature on career options and job behind Merz House. They will three main rooms.
The renovations include the divinow be located on the west side of
opportunities.
inCenter.
Services
the
Student
sion of these rooms into smaller
"There will also be individual
expressed
Rose
Pamela
ones,
Director
including offices, filing
terview rooms," added Career
move,
which
over
the
restrooms, and the addispace,
Counselor Kathy Sabol, "so that enthusiasm
we won't have to use Lowry 118 has been occurring over the past tion of new entrances on both the
few weeks. "The new office is Lowry parking lot side and the
and 119 for job interviewing."
The exact date of the move is much more conducive to work," University Street side of the buildstill uncertain and hinges on the she said. "They have really done a ing. Inside, the original wood
beautiful job of renovating the floors, woodworking, and window
arrival of the office's new furniture. Grice said that they hope to building and preserving the old flaseats were refinished and left invor of the rooms."
tact The exterior of the building
move within the next month.
was left yellow brick to blend in
The new space includes six tuThe space in Lowry center that
CD&P will be vacating will be toring rooms and a conference with the surrounding buildings,
filled by the Wooster Volunteer 4room and lobby which they share . and was modernized with the addition of a glass and brick entryway.
Network and by Sylvia Young, with CD&P. This will allow indistudents
for
space
whose
study
Students,
vidual
CD&Fs Kathy Sabol expressed
of
Dean
Assistant
near
tutorial'
study
Hall.
wish
Compton
who
only
to
one reservation about the
in
now
office is
Learning
Developmental
move.
counselors.
"Now that we won't be in
The
once
the
was
annex
of
music
Lowry Center, students will have
The
Center was in the basement
Holden Hall until last semester, student center, before Lowry was to make an effort to come to the
when that space was converted built More recently, it was used office."
.
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Kelly Holmes
and be made aware that in these
four years of college, we have opportunities which we're never going to have again."

Sanchez: Visiting professor
will sit in on classes today
Sanchez received her B.A. from
Hunter College in New York City.
She has taught black literature,
ing her father, mother, grandmother, and her brother who died from creative writing, and Black Studies
at numerous colleges including
AIDS in 1981. Another memoraAmherst and the University of
ble poem was about a recently deShe currently
ceased black Vietnam veteran who Pennsylvania.
University in
Temple
exat
teaches
government
a
part
of
had been
Philadelphia.
periment and had been administered
Earlier today, Sanchez visited
LSD. After reading this poem,
on
various students and classes.
the
with
commented
Sanchez briefly
tragic
a.m.,
is
she spoke with the Poeit
A9
horrors of war and how
18
19
and
try by Women class. She visited
that many of today's
year old men feel that they have to the Introduction to Black Studies
die in battle. She then stated that class at 11 a.m. At noon, she will
today's young people need to learn be having lunch with students at
to think for themselves. "You're Kittredge Dining Hall. This afterhere in universities to think and noon, she will visit the Introducclass
tion to Writing
learn how to think."
at 2 p.m. and the Black Studies
The forum was both well attended and well received. One student Seminar at 4 p.m. in Lowry Cencommented, "I felt that she really ter, room 1 19. She will have dingave her all to the audience. Her ner with Black Studies 210 at 5:15
dramatic readings of her poetry ac- p.m.
tually made me cry."

continued from page

1

Non-Ficti-

on

Meal Plan: Trustees hesitant to
provide alternative meal plan
continued from page 5
plan would reduce the quality of
the food, because some of the services would have to be cut to keep
costs down for students.
The food service committee is
now asking the campus communi

ty to consider this information and
determine if they still want an alternative meal plan. A questionnaire will be distributed through
the mail. After receiving the responses of the campus, the fsc
will act on the campus' concerns.
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Gospel Choir opens for TAKE 6 in McGaw on Tuesday
SHAWN PERRY
Staff Writer
Renowned producer, performer,
and musician Quincy Jones says,
"Their music is like something
that I haven't heard in a long time.
. . Simply put, they're bad!" "I
think the group is incredible. . .
(they) have some of the most ingenious arrangements and lyrics that
I've heard in a long time." as noted by Brian Wilson, founding
member of the legendary Beach
Boys. Musicians and fans alike
are praising one of the newest and
freshest musical talents to arrive in
some time, the group TAKE 6.
The group will perform here at
the College of Wooster in McGaw
Chapel. Tuesday. Feb. 6 at 7:30
p.m. The show will be sponsored
by the College of Wooster Gospel
Choir, who will also open for the
group.
The acappella sextet got its start
at Oakwood College in Alabama
in 1980 as ALLIANCE, and after
several changes in personnel, the
current lineup known as TAKE 6
have stormed the music industry.

Their music blends inspirational
and spiritual Christian favorites as
well as their own original compositions. They perform a combination of vocal jazz, gospel, and doo-wowithout the usual guitar and
drums of most music groups, to
create a sound which is both refreshing and unique.
What has followed is numerous
special music performances, such
as the Special Olympics, and numerous awards including two
Grammy Awards, four Dove
Awards (Gospel music's highest
honor), and a Soul Train Music
p.

Award.

Their talent has been brought to
the attention of many of the music
industry's top artists who have
used their vocal harmonies on various recordings. The soundtrack to
Spike Lee's new film "Do The
Right Thing" includes two tunes
by the group.
As with the group's debut album, the future of this musical
sextet looks to be golden as well.
The show will cost $3.50 for the
public and is free to College of

.

Quincy Jones,
The members of TAKE 6 are "bad," says producer and musician
Wooster students and faculty. How- ever, tickets are needed for admis- -

531
r

Food service question of the
week: What is Tiger Sauce and
what does it go with?
If it was up to me I would just
quote all of the lyrics to They
Might Be Giants' new release.
Flood, for this week's column.
That would only give a
hint of the whole experi-

ence, however.
Pepper)
Winters plays music from 1800's. (Photo by Mike

Winter provides faculty recital
from Maryville College and went
on to earn his MM. at the University of Rochester's Eastman
School of Music. He has done
Wooster
the
4,
On Sunday, Feb.
opdoctoral studies at both Boston and
rare
the
community will have
Universities. While on
Indiana
Winter's
Dr.
attending
portunity of
in Florence, Italy he
Sabbatical
of
Hall
Recital
recital in the Gault
and Art History.
reciMusic
studied
Scheide Music Building. The
is in
concentration
his
Whilst
tal will begin at 4 p.m.
teaches
also
he
teaching piano,
Olive WilWinter is the
Mumusic literature and theory courses
of
Professor
Kettering
liams
and also performs as a solo artist,
sic and Chairman of the Department of Music at the College of
see Winters: page 8
Wooster. He received his B.A.
MASANKHO K. BANDA
Staff Writer

.

and
would have nothing to
do with the question of
-

The Giants hit particularly hard
inin songs like the
fused "Your Racist Friend," where
die singer gets fed up with forgiving people's behavior because of
what they're drinking. They also
offer contemplations on death, "I
hip-hopla- lin

me ukucs, lucy wi yuxy km (iuu
(even though they're all sitting be-- '
hind drum sets). I like this band.
They are living proof that simple,' 'L
to the point rock'n'roll will never ,s,"
lose its place. YFF is tverythingi1
J
I always wanted the Replacements1
c
a
to be, nay, even more?
This new album opens '
with a farcical jab' at
1

1

Allergic Reactions and
Carbonated Lungs
--

the week. John Flans- burgh and John Linnell,
who are the sole members of the
band, have a reputation for bizarre
intellectual dance music that relies
heavily on cheap synthesizers and
accordion. Flood takes them to a
new plane of cosmic awareness.
Are you looking for something
that will crawl into your brain
through your ears and wander
around poking things until it finds
for
: the part that tickles? Flood is
"
you. It will make you proud that
'
you are in college and have been
mentally pureed enough to relate
to it. The songs are odd, funny,
biting, and swimmingly catchy all
at the same time.
!

show will go to me Gospel Choir
to purchase new robes.

Pel lilies

Gnamills

V.

.

sion and can be purchased at the
Lowry front desk. Funds from the

GREG HORNE

will never say the word
procrastinate' again," and whatever this means, "Everybody wants a
rock to wind a piece of string
around."

All in all, this one is a winner,
folks. If Kurt Vonnegut and Ray
Davies formed a rock band, they
would really like this album, I'm
tellin' yuh. Conveniently enough,
the Giants even make a reference
to our next band. Young Fresh
Fellows, which makes for a lovely
transition.

YFF are from Seattle, and according to the tape jacket from
their most recent. This One's for

W'';

maie-oominai-

rou www

eu

This one's for" tbe
ladies who wait for us af-tcr the' show;"' the
ie
with
cccds
t
tojer- - "
collection of stripped-ddw- n
folksy rock1 injr p$
songs driven by scime of W lW)st; '
delicious guitar sounds tp be had.'.'
The lyrics stem fjrom 'the 'sajhtj""
bewfldermenfas th6 "
'
Replacements, but hay6 outgrown,' '
jj-some of the drunken angst
Paul Westerburg is famous fof , f
The music is diiceente live
attitude:

h'Jnii

so-sligh-

tly

1

post-tcena-

ge

;

souiidmg.andvarH,

ni.-s-

i

xt.

These guys perform the rofe pf,lo
the confused and lonely (jcalljf.
well. Oneof my favcfiw Cte1
see

Giants: page 9 V'b!,:H
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and Around Wooster...

Arts and Music in the Area

Ellington Orchestra plays Saturday
for Winter Gala
KATE JONES
Staff Writer

Information compiled by Alissa Kulow, ArtsMusic Editor.
The Akron
Symphony Orchestra is accepting applications for the Louis Lane
Scholarship in instrumental music studies. All applicants must be
25 years of age or younger and a resident of the greater Akron area.
A $500 award will be paid directly to the college, university, conservatory or private teacher of the recipient's choice. Deadline for applications is March 23. Auditions will be held on Sunday, May 13.
For more information, call (216)

INSTRUMENTAL

MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP:

535-813- 1.

The Akron Symphony
musicians for a first
area
Chorus is accepting applications from
place $1,000 scholarship and a second place $500 scholarship in vocal music. Applicants must be 30 years of age or younger and a resident of the greater Akron area. The awards are paid directly to a college, university, conservatory, or private teacher of the recipient's
choice. Applications are due Friday, March 9. Auditions will be
held on Saturday, April 28. For more information, call (216)

VOCAL MUSIC SCHOLARSHIP:

535-813- 1.

OPERA: Amilcare Ponchiel-li'- s
"La Gioconda" will be broadcast live from the stage of the Met-

TEXACO-METROPOLITA- N

ropolitan Opera on Saturday, February 3, at 1:30 pjn. This concert
will be broadcast live over WCWS, the college radio network.
CHAMBER MUSIC: The Gabrielli Trio, formed in 1983 at the
University of Akron, will perform on Sunday, February 4, at the
Wayne Center for the Arts. The Trio, comprised of cello, violin and
piano, will perform pieces by Mozart, Ives, and Schubert The concert will be held at 3 pjn., at 237 South Walnut Street in Wooster.
Student and senior, citizen tickets are $2.50. - For more information,

'

catf((2W2&-278- .'

COUNT BASIE ORCHESTRA: The Club Concord Jazz! will
present the Count Basie Orchestra at Cleveland's Ohio Theatre
Playhouse Square Center on Saturday, February 10. This concert
will open its 1990 schedule of concerts by top jazz artists. Tickets
for this 7 pjn. show are $16 at the theatre box office and all Ticke-tro- n
locations. For more information, call
781-762- 4.

Winters: Recital includes Chopin
es attracted they are still performed
to this very day and are still conconcerto soloist with orchestras sidered masterpieces. Dr. Winter
referred to Chopin's Ballade as
and as a pianist in chamber ensem"extended lyric Dramatic works of
him
taken
have
bles. His concerts
Midwest,
tion."
and
to the East, South
This in essence can be said for
have
they
here in the USA, and
beauty and imagina- exceptional
taken him abroad to Argentina and
the other two composers. SchuItaly.
Among his many accolades is mann and Schubert, each in his
first prize at the Memphis and own right, were virtuoso music
Auditions in 1949. He composers. Therefore, the accomplished piano playing of Dr. Winhas also been listed in the 1989 International Who's Who in Music ter coupled with such great composers and pieces can only make
and Musicians, American Keyboard Artists in 1988 and in 1989.
for a delightful afternoon of
have
performed
be
to
works
The
all received varied criticisms over
the years. They were all written
PANEUROPEANISM
between 1826 and 1841 and they
World Federation
include Chopin's Impromptu in F
of Europeans
Major, Schubert's Sonata in G
(birth or descent)
Major, Schumann's Papillons and
P.O. Box 14262
WhatChopin's Ballade in L
N.
Palm
Beach, FL 33408
ever the criticisms that these piec- -

continued from page 7
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This Saturday night, Feb. 3, the
Duke Ellington Orchestra, under
the direction of Mercer Ellington,
will perform at The College of
Wooster's annual Winter Gala.
Known as one of the best orchestras in the history of jazz and
big bands, the Duke Ellington Orchestra, since its formation in
1929, has recorded such classic
jazz hits as "Satin Doll," "Mood

V

Indigo," "Queenie Pie," and
"Sentimental Mood." Original
conducter Edward Kennedy Ellington, nicknamed The Duke," became, a legend for being one of
America's leading composers, band
leaders and pianists. Upon his
death in 1974, his son Mercer Ellington took over the conduction of
his popular orchestra.
Mercer Ellington has proven to
handle this legendary orchestra

s

Mercer Ellington
sound and a spunky drive. In
1987, the band's record. Digital
Duke, received a Grammy for best
jazz album. They have also been
nominated for a Grammy this year
for their album. Music is My Mistress.

suc-

cessfully now for the past sixteen
years. While still playing his
dad's classic hits. Mercer has added
his own style to the music with
extra swinging beats, compelling

i

Opening for the Orchestra is the
College of Wooster's Jazz Ensemble. Under the direction of Jeff
Lindberg, the show will feature
such hits as "Watermelon Man" by
Herbie Hancock and "Dreamsville"
by Henry Mancini. Miles Simmons, the band's star vocalist
from BoulderColorado, will be
featured on such numbers as
"She's Funny That Way" and "The
Lady is a Tramp." It promises to
be quite a show.
To make the evening even more
enjoyable, the Game Room will
offer free bowling and pool from 9
p.m. to 12:30 am. Two gourmet
desserts, coffee, tea, and punch
will also be provided at the dance.
All festivities begin at 9 p.m.
The College of Wooster Jazz Band
will take the stage then with the
Duke Ellington Orchestra coming
on around 10:30 p.m. and playing
until 1 a.m. For added convenience, rooms 119 and 120 will be
used as coat rooms.
For good music and a good time,
plan on attending the Winter Gala.
It is guaranteed to be a special
evening.

College dance company performs
next week in Freedlander
of
( poker ),
the ocean, gambling
women breaking out of their stereotypical societal roles and our
guest artist brings us a piece about
people in bed ( your guess is as
good as mine as to what this one
is about ). For those of you who
place importance on music; Philip
Glass, Brian Eno. William Acker-ma- n,
Peter Gabriel, the sound
tracks from Ghandi and The Mission will be some of the featured
music.
In the tested tradition of Wooster
Dance Concerts, this one also
promises to be a thriller. Don't be

MASANKHO K. BANDA
Staff Writer

Just when you were beginning
to think that the College of
Wooster's Dance Company had
been spirited away by some invisible, resurrected Greek dance god
all
from mythological times
of sudden bang!!!! they are back.
Yes, the Dance Company will be
performing in Freedlander Theater
from Feb. 8 through Feb. 10, curtain time will as usual be 8:15
p.m.
The concert will include the talented and spirited choreography of
faculty and students and featured
will be two renowned guest artists.
The Repertory Project, a modem
dance company out of Cleveland
will be performing and a guest that
most of you have seen in concert
before on the Freedlander stage has
choreographed a dance piece with
students from the College. She is
Dana Dodge Koppert of the Main
Street DanceTheater Company.
Hours of rehearsal and light years
of creativity go into the preparation of these concerts and from
past experience the results have always been a marvel to watch.
This concert's pieces embrace
such themes as human interaction.

i

'

the campus
the odd member
community who has to be told
what a great concert it was, book
your tickets now, while they are
still available.
Tickets are free for C.O.W. students, $4.00 for general admission,
$2.00 for other students and senior
citizens. Group tickets of 10 or
more are available for $1.00 each.
Reservations can be made through
the Freedlander Theater Box Office
at 216 - 263 - 2241, during these
hours Monday - Friday 12 - 2 p.m.
and 4-- 6 pjn., and Saturday 10
a.m.- - 1 p.m.

--
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WOOSTER, OHIO 44691
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Tanning Special
Visits $1 each

with college ID
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Giants: Pfeffinger
picks
makes
from page

th
there is potential. The music is
cool and slick, with lots of tastetui
guitar and sampled drum program"Deep Down and In Bek
tween," which progresses into the ming. This one should do pretty
"When I'm well. At this point I make another
hard-rocproLonely Again," and then into "One plea for the desert island discs
give
even
will
I
time
This
Day You Die." It's kind of like an gram.
list of
Abbey Road style essay on no you a box number to send a
that
to,
albums
hope. But fear not, YFF is not your five favorite
box
Home,
The award being Greg
just for the
trom
for most memorable cut would This week's contribution is
famed cartoonist and thespian trie
have to go to the instrumental
u.j
whose only lyrics are "TAUO K. neiiinger, a nuw i
ents.
WAGON!!!" screamed periodically
throughout the number. YFF 1. The Modern Lovers by Jonathan
have quite a grip on reality. And Richman and
Clash
did I mention the great guitar 2. London Calling by the
same
by
3. Violent Femmes
sounds?
The Beatle by the white albums
4.
mention
to
like
would
Lastly, I
Brandenburg Concerti 6
the first release by new female 5. The
folks inger a la Suzanne Vega, byJ.S.Bach
Shawn Colvin's Steady On. The Have a nice day.
songwriting is kind of weak but
--
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continued
laid-bac-
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self-mocki- ng
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you-know-w- ho
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n.,ci. ..h Mnratlnii Secretarv Lauro Cavazos pledged more attention
Virginia campus.
to education at a September summit at the University of
aid for 1.2
Two months later, Bush signed a budget that conld limit federal
Services)
million students. (Pnoto by Tim Mossman, College Press
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But the small increase in funds';
"That's a lie, but what can you
for the department which adminisprofrom the Education Departexpect
school
federal
trators most
countered Becky Timrnons
wiped
out
than
ment"
grams, was more
Cpjunc3 'onjjjif-caubperAmerican
the
4.5
of
of
by the inflation rate
'
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FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 2
w
Mateer
P.M. 10:00 - P.M.
7:30
n. nn a
i iuiiuv
illi
u
.ivi-r.xvt.-:uMalone
ii:uu
Underground: D J. Jocelin
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 3
Jazz Ensemble,
S.A.B. Winter
Gala-Woo- ster

Featuring Duke Ellington Orchestra Lowry Certer Ballroom

9:00 P.M.- - 2:00 A.M.

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 4
Classic Film Round Midnight
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 6
Take 6
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 7
Sledding Party

7:30 P.M. Mateer
McGaw Chapel 7:30 P.M

P.E.C Hill 7:00 P.M.

Nearly 200,000 students could
lose grants and another one million could get reduced grants during the 1990--1 academic year under
the new federal college budget
signed into law by President
George Bush.
"Others predicted obscure rule
changes in the new budget also
would provoke more banks to drop
out of the Stafford Loan program.
On paper, the budget increased
minimally when Bush signed it
Nov. 21.
Of the $24 billion set aside for
education in the law which provides money for the U.S. Department of Education for the Oct. 1,
1989. through Sept 30, 1990, fiscal year $10.6 billion was for
post secondary education, a 2.2
percent increase over last year's
budget

n

Women who don't conform with
the proper image, as contrived by
the male record executive, aren't
going to succeed in the macho rock
world; songs that don't put forth
the standard views on love aren't
going to be put on albums.
Is there a market for songs and

performers who attack the misogynist status quo? The market ex- -.
ists, and women are beginning to
move into stronger positions in
MTVpoprbck. Tracy Chapman,
10,000 Maniacs, the Pixies end the t
Sugar Cubes all feature women in
as songwriters,
important roles

(

(ACE).

cent

,

.

?

The ACE projects the budget
"The overall numbers on the
will
informative,"
force 192,000 students to lose
budget are not very
Comtheir Pell Grants next school yearC
said a House Appropriations
mittee aide who asked not to be About one million more will have
their Pell1 Grants reduced, while
named. "Although there are in.
creases in the budget, there are 12,000 students will lose S apple-ment- al
Education Opportunity
more students applying for finan- Grants, 16,000 Work-Stud- y
, rial aid."
grants, 3,000 Perkins Student
Almost as soon as the bill beand 3,000 students win be
Loans
automatic
moreover,
came law,
from State Student Incenoff
cut
Grammthe
cuts triggered by
'
iy.n
Grants.
deficit-reductitive
law
Rudman
harmful
are
cuts)
(the
"We
think
off
lopped another $226 million
in a lot of respects,". TimmanS
the Education Department budget
mainGramm-Rudman
cut,
said. "The biggest problem is; the
The
tained department budget director Pell Grant shortfalL We already
Sally Christensen, "has not really have less than what is needed to
fund the maximum grants', of
harmed the education programs.
The cut is prorated among 200 $2300
i
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Music: Aaron looks at effects of current music
continued from page 4
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iCmon and hit me with your, best
sie Hynde, Pat Benatar, Ann and Better make sure you put me in 'shot".

Nancy Wilson, Debbie Harry, Joan
Jeu and Bonnie Rain, women who
have managed to have some success without compromising their
integrity. Soon everyone will be
certain that Pat Benatar is being
sarcastic when she sings:
"Before I put another notch in my
singers, guitarists, bassists.
case
These women are joining Chris- lipstick

.

my place.

Waking Up: Hoping for awareness
continued from page 3
Opening our eyes to the realities
surrounding us is a prerequisite to
solving the problems of racism.
Racism 101 will be shown in

i

Lowry Pit on Monday. February 5
at 7 pjn. Seeing this movie will
be a step towards increasing awareness and understanding of race ida-.tioon college campuses.

ns
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Language program houses offer students opportunities to expand
their knowledge of Russian, German, French, and Spanish
BECKY; MASON &
JENNIFER SPILBURG
j Feature Editors

"Everyone is committed to learning the language," stated junior
Colleen Flewelling. This feature
and die benefits of small house
living' are among the reasons why
Flewelling enjoys living in German louse. When one thinks of
living in .a language house, frightening images of being bombarded
by incomprehensible language 24
hours a day come to mind. How-

ever,

Flewelling

says,

"Occasionally, we'll go for days
speading only German, and occasionally well go for; days speaking only English."
Dunn House, located on Bever
St., is what the 11 students of
German House call home this
year. Although it is a coeducational living arrangement, Flewelling stated that there are more
women than men. She also stated, "As far as I know, that's true of
the other language houses as

well."
The students of German house
are involved in various programs,
which broaden their own and others' understanding of the German
language. They host a coffee hour
every Wednesday from 3:30 - 4:30,
and eat two or three meals per
week together, during which only
German is spoken. An activity
that Flewelling found particularly
beneficial was a coffee hour held
last semester for all language
houses. "The coffee hour was
really helpful, because we rarely
see people from other language
houses. It was neat to immerse
ourselves in another country for a
change."
Dr. Wilkin, French professor and

faculty liaison for the French
House, finds that the language
houses are very beneficial to the
students. Those students wishing
to live in the house must sign a
contractual agreement stating that
French will be spoken by the inhabitants. Due to the amount of
French spoken in the house, all of
the students must have passed at

Forty students enjoy
Network retreat
JEN GIESECKE
Guest Writer

to develop a more effective networking system among the different organizations by bringing the
This past Saturday the Wooster leaders together to work toward a
Volunteer Network sponsored the common goal. That goal and the
Partnership Retreat for goal of the Wooster Volunteer
all present and upcoming campus Network is to unite the various
leaders. The Retreat took place at groups and service organizations
Mohican State Park and included because we are all tied together by
approximately 40 students from a common thread serving other
people both in our community and
a variety of different campus oron our campus as student leaders
ganizations.
and volunteers.
studThe day's events included
If you are interested in becoming
ent-led
discussions, a panel of
part
of the Wooster Volunteer NetWooster alums speaking about
work,
we are always looking for
e-related
careers, a guest speaker
new
people! Call Chris Drake at
from COOL (Campus Outreach
extension 2496. Chris is our new
Opportunity League), presentaNetwork Intern and he is in touch
tions on how to be a more effecwith all the groups and can head
tive leader as well as setting agenyou in the right direction.
derision-makinand
guest
and
das
Also, if you are a student leader,
from
the
Ida
Starr
George
speaker
please
remember to keep us inWorkshop.
In
Amster
SueNick
formed
about what's going on in
six
Wooster
addition, a panel of
your
organizations
so we can get
experistudents reflected on their
finally, there
out!
And
word
the
ences with volunteerism and their
will
a
Volunteer
be
Fair
this Wedreasons for becoming and staying
1
ajn.-1:30
from
nesday,
l p.m. in
involved with volunteer positions.
the
Pit
The purpose of the Retreat was
first-annu- al

servic-

g,

least French 201 before applying
to live in Iceman, currently the
French House.
Wilkin stated that the language
houses were reestablished last year
after 20 years of absence. Next
year, all language houses will be
located in Luce, the residence hall
currently under construction. Wilkin stated that there are advantages
and disadvantages to this relocation.
For instance, students will be
able to interact with others outside
their particular program. However, the advantages that are associated with living in a small house
will be replaced by more standard
dormitory living. Also, the students will not have to worry about
such problems as Iceman has been
having with their heating. On the
other hand, some of students do
not like the idea of moving back
into the "residential life experi-

--

1
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'
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ence."

Members of Russian House hold up the Russian flag in
front of their house. (Photo by Mike Pepper)

"I like to speak in Spanish, and I
enjoy the activities the house
sponsors," stated junior Bruce Carter. "We have a radio show, open

houses for which we cook food,
and we've been tutoring and teach- ing Spanish to fourth graders.
Also, we show movies once or

twice a month. They're American
movies dubbed in Spanish, and

Language:
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SGA makes plans for funding
ALEAR. HENLE
Guest Writer
You've probably heard about
them
the
hour
Student Government Association
(SGA) funding meetings. The
meetings where reps scream at
each other about bow much money
organization X should get for
stamps. The stories you've heard
are exaggerated of course, but not
by much.
Each year Campus Council allocates funds to SGA to distribute
among student organizations on
campus. This year the overall
amount was $12,500 and $8,175
of that remains to be dispensed. It
should be easy
organizations
turn in requests and SGA gives out
the money. That's all there is to it,
right? Wrong. There are thirty-si(36) rules and regulations governing who can get what and why.
That's where SGA's Treasurer, Kevin Cropp, and the Funding Allocation Committee (FAC) come
into the picture.
four-and-a-h-

alf

x'

The FAC, chaired by the Treasurer, is responsible for preparing
the proposal that SGA debates during the funding meetings. The
process begins with the requests.
Within the first five weeks of
each semester, posters go up
around Lowry advertising the
availability of funding requests at
the Information Desk. Once organizations have filed the requests,
they are required to sign up for an
interview with the FAC to explain
why they have made each request.
These interviews run about ten
minutes each and add up to between three and four hours all
tokL

This semester, when the interviews are completed, the FAC will
be left with the problem of how to
give out $8,175 to 26 organizations who collectively have requested about $15,000. Last semester the organizations requested
approximately $21,000 compared
to the $6,500 Kevin Cropp designated for allocation, which was of
course a much more difficult situa

tion.
When deciding how much to
give each organization, the FAC
takes into account what the money
is going to be used for. What kind
of activity is it? How many people
are going to benefit from it? Are
there any other sources of funding?
These concerns are only a fraction
of the considerations the FAC
keeps in mind. The members will
attend approximately three half-homeetings during the week following the interviews where they
will decide what to put in the proposal to General Assembly (GA).
There are other factors governing
whether or not an organization
gets the money it requests. For example, if representatives of the organization fail to show up for their
scheduled interviews (hey will not
receive any funds. Also, if no one
from the organization attends one
of the racism workshops the FAC
offers, no funds will be allocated.
The racism workshops are a re-sur

ee

Funding:
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English department offers 1990
writing prizes to Wooster students
The English department announces the 1990 competition for
Wooster's Annual Writing Prizes.
The prizes are to recognize superior writing in poetry, fiction, and
the critical essays by Wooster students during their years at the College. The department will award
over a thousand dollars in prize
money this year.
The four prizes are awarded for
both personal and institutional
contributions to Wooster. The
Donaldson Prize for Fiction was
established five years ago by
Wooster alumnus Stephen Donald- -'
son C68), bestselling author of
The Chronicles of Thomas Covenant. The prize will go to the finest short story or excerpt of a
longer fictional work, not to exceed 25 pages.
Several prizes recognize poetic
achievement In 1983, Mrs. Mary
Kinsey established the Kinsey
Prize in memory of her husband.

Ralph L. Kinsey (33) This year
marks the second competition for
the Vonna Hicks Adrian Poetry
Prizes. Professor Emeritus Arthur
A. Adrian of Case Western Reserve University donated these
prizes in memory of his wife, a
poet and alumna of the College.
Two Adrian prizes are awarded each
year, one for an outstanding poem
or group of poems, the other for
an original critical essay on a long
poem or a group of shorter poems.
Wooster also participates in the
College Poetry contests sponsored
by the Academy of American
Poets at 171 colleges across the
country. Many prominent American poets, including Sylvia Plath,
Louise Gluck, George Starbuck,
Tess Gallagher, and Robert Mezey,
gained recognition with an Academy College Poetry Prize. Every
five years, the Academy publishes
an anthology of selected prize- -

FEBRUARY SPECIAL

winning poems, edited by a prominent American poet. The last edition of the anthology, New Voicwas edited by Dones: 1984-198ald Hall, and the next is scheduled
for 1993.
The deadline for submissions to
the competition is February 26.
be put in a
Submissions may
office,
Shostak's
boxoutside Debra
will
not
Manuscripts
241.
Kauke
is
competition
The
returned.
be
is
only,
but
students
Wooster
for
students.
literature
not restricted to
Students are encouraged to submit
work from Junior or Senior Independent Study Projects, as well as
poems (no more than ten), stories,
and essays written outside class.
Previously published work will
not be accepted, but work being
published in this year's Goliard is
welcome. Please direct questions
about the competition to Shostak.

ALL MOVIES 990
WITH COLLEGE ID

8.

BACK DOOR VIDEO
150 N. Walnut
262-826- 7

The Publications Committee Is now
accepting applications for:

VOICE EDITOR
academic year.
for the 1990-199- 1
Editing andor newswritlng experience
necessary. Any student wishing to apply :i
should send a resume and letter, of Intent, to

Nancy Grace

Language: Program Houses enter second year after
20 year absence

Publications Committee Chair, 129A Kauke

continued from page 10

"I've learned a lot of Spanish thusiasm for the program. The
here, especially from Rosa, that I natural manner with which the namovies from Spain, Peru, etc."
wouldn't have learned in class," tives speak to each student makes
Senior Andy Albers stated, "The stated Andy Albert, a senior living it possible for the student to practhing I'm most proud of is the tutice his or her language skills in a
in Spanish house. Wilkin contoring program." Although they curred with this potential to learn more realistic setting.
Wilkin stressed, "Language
are having problems with transpor- the language when he stated, "I
tation to Melrose Elementary think the advantage I see for the houses are helpful to the language
program is that it gives students department; they attract the attenSchool this semester due to scheduling difficulties, they hope to re- the advantage to live with other tion of prospective students to the
sume this program in a week or students of the same interests... in department and to the campus.
stated, "I'm hoping that next
two. Carter feels that they do not many cases it means improving
year there will be more people parspeak enough Spanish in the the fluency of their language."
"When you have a native speaker ticipating, by living in the house
house.
living in the house, it brings and by getting involved in the pro"My roommate and I have been
the language to life," stated grams." Wilkin encourages any
to Spain, so we're more proficient
in the language; but the others' Christopher Minarich, assistant to student interested in further details
lftvct nf nmficinev is not as ad- - the Russian department and direcabout life in language houses to
Minarich
house.
Russian
him or anyone currently
the
exception
contact
of
of
tor
1 vanced, with the
en
fuel
speakers
native
in the programs.
that
involved
wno
is thinks
director Kosa uomezj,
from Spain," stated Carter.

l
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Safewalk: Campus has low crime
rate compared to other Colleges

February 8th
8:30-2:3- 0

pjn.

ing that so many women are embarrassed to protect themselves for
risks
The
fear of being seen as weak. PerMelford.
JSW: Word,
was
haps Wooster is lulling students
safewalk
haven't changed since
growinto a false sense of security that
first initiated in response to
ing concern on campus due to the will be detrimental to them later in
posting of crime alerts about spe- life. What do you think, Melford?
cific incidents, but the interest still
MPF: I think Wooster could do
just isn't there. I find it interest

more by providing
classes for all interested students. I
do not think that this will advocate
violence, but it will display to
students that crime is a part of our
society, and they need to be responsible for themselves, in case
they ever face a threatening
self-defen- se

s

i.O'

Orrville High School
841 N. Ella St.
Orrville

.!.
IL V
'

February 12th
7 p.m.
1--

Lb d 1

iv3

St. Stephen's Hackman Hall

44BrittonRd.
West Salem

.

.

, .

r

February 23
11 5p.m.

Red Cross Chapter House
'
124 N. Walnut St.
Wooster

February 28th

Doylestown Teen
Park Place
Doylestown ,

--

continued from page 2
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The Wayne County Chapter of the American "Rfeif
Cross, along with their bloodmobile sponsors,
request the presence of all able bodied citizens in
the Wayne County region to come donate blood.
All people over the age of 17, who weigh at least
105 pounds, and are in good health are encouraged
to donate. The bloodmobiles in February are.,'u vi.
located at the following locations:

l-7p-

.m.

Center-.W .L'l

'

:
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Faculty Profile:

Funding: Requests to be taken
continued from page 10

-

cent addition to the funding process. This semester they were conducted in discussion format with
members of the black and international communities forming a panel. The topic was racism at Wooster as opposed to racism on college
campuses in general, the subject of
the Glta that constituted last semester's workshop.
After the requests have been received, the interviews conducted,
the workshop attended, and all dis- cussion within the FAC concluded, the proposal goes to the GA.
There it will be debated until
enough people (two thirds of GA)
agree on it. The sessions average
anywhere from three to
hours.
This semester the proposal will
go to GA on Feb. 6. Beginning
last Sunday night, the FAC held
interviews (and yes, interviews
jjre scheduled , during the S uper
four-and-a-h- alf

Bowl). The members will be discussing the requests throughout
this week.
Who are these brave individuals
who willingly spend time distributing money? The chair of the
committee is Kevin Cropp, SGA
Treasurer. He supervises the entire
funding process from making the
request forms available to checking
up on the use of the money. He is
assisted during the allocation process by the five members of FAC.
Four members are GA representatives Kevin Anderson, Erik
Darla Haines, and Parker
Thomas. The last member of the
FAC is not a member of SGA.
Dawn Riley was a member of the
SGA and on FAC last year. She
enjoyed participating in FAC so
much that she volunteered the time
this year. The six members are
people who enjoy
their work. As Kevin Anderson
said, "We're here during the Super
Bowl. THAT'S dedication."
Haa-konse-n,

hard-worki-

ng

CLASSIFIEDS
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME! 32,000yr income potential. Details,
Ext.
(1)
602-838-88-

T-187-

85

EASY WORK EXCELLENT PAY!

ATT&TCipN:

&srhble products at home.
(1)
Ext.
602-838-88-

.

61

Details

W-187- 61

85

'PARADISE ISLAND, CANCUN, MEXICO
FROM $299.00

NASSAU

R.T.air, R.T transfers, 7 nights hotel, cruise,
beach parties, free lunch, free admissions, hotel
Ctaxes & more. Organize small group earn tJaUL
TRIP., For more information call toll free (800)
.

or in Ct.

-

.

(800)522-628-

344-836-

6.

Luso House and SAB
are sponsoring an

"

OPEN MIKE
at the

UNDERGROUND
February 10th at 10 p.m.

V7fi

Registration of acts preferred,
also welcome,
but walk-on- s
For more information and registration
name, phone number, box number
send
: i
and length of act to
-

Box 2863 or call ext. 3963.

Reading and Writing Center West
Taylor Room 206
p.m.
Sunday Nights,

is now open

in- -

7-- 10

0

Grace finds work "exciting and
invigorating" at Wooster
JEANENE SPOHN
Staff Writer

"I think Professor Nancy Grace
of the most dynamic additions we've made to the English
department in a long time," comis one

mented Professor Thomas Clare-so- n
of the English department
veteran
Nancy Grace, a three-yeat the College of Wooster, not
only teaches within the English
department, she also is the director
of the Reading and Writing Center.
Grace is responsible for programming, designing, and maintaining
the Reading and Writing Center.
She consults with different academic departments on campus
about writing and conducts workshops on writing for those departments. Last semester, Grace conducted a workshop on writing for
teachers from the Cleveland Public
Schools.
Grace graduated from Otterbein
College in Westerville, Ohio, in
1973, receiving her Bachelor of
Arts in history. She moved on to
Ohio State University and received

'm

"

?

i

....

ar

master's and

doctorate

'

degrees

English by 1987. Between"
in
her undergraduate work and
ate work, Grace worked as a paralegal, wrote freelance for both sports
and art publications, edited a publication for the Columbus Art
League and published and edited
her own newspaper, The Women's
Tribune.

-

.7

Nancy Grace, professor of English, has many responsibilities at the College which fall outside of her teach
ing load. (Photo by Mike Pepper)
During her graduate work at tion really should be, a responsi
Ohio State, she taught at both bility on the students, yet an op.
there and Otterbein College, and
directed Ohio State's Writing Center.

Grace is attracted most to
Wooster's I.S. program and commented, "I.S. is a marvelous program. It allows students and faculty to work one on one to shape a
project, I feel this is what educa

portunity to have contact with the
faculty on an equal basis.
"Wooster has maintained its liberal arts identity," stated Grace
when asked if she thought Wooster
could prepare a person for a career
in a field such as journalism or
see

Grace:
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nationwide are hard on drugs, soft on
abortion, ready to protest

First-year- s

This year, a record number of
percent-sa- id
they
pofirst-yeorganized
an
in
participated
had
are
students
This year's
their
during
demonstration
litical
more conservative about drugs and
senior year in high school
drinking, more liberal about aborAstin, who began the surveys in
tion and national policy issues,
1966
during the heyday of student
and more prone to hit the streets to
activism, noted this year's first-yedemonstrate than their predecesstudents are the most politisors, a national survey of entering
cally active ever.
found.
college
high perIn addition, an all-tiseem
to
"While student attitudes
centage of them, 6.3 percent,
be moving in a conservative directhought there was a "very good
and
drugs
tion on the issues of
they'd join a demonstrachance"
other
most
crime, their views on
kind while they were
some
tion
of
decidedly,
issues are changing in a
college.
in
Alexliberal direction," concluded
"The trend of 'materialism' and
ander Astin, the University of Cal'me-ishasn't changed," Astin
(UCLA)
ifornia at Los Angeles
"But there are a lot of
observed.
professor who directs the annual
groups around to
interest
special
survey.
Along with the American Coun- jprotest"
!
Students seem most interested in
cil on Education. Astin each year
environmental groups.
joining
asks more than 200,000 students
consecutive year, an
;fifth
the
For
j
at 403 campuses around the counof first-yeanumber
try what they think about current increased
that "the
statement
the
agreed with
issues and social problems.
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first-years-3-

6.7

ar

ar

first-yea- rs

me

m'

rs

federal government is not doing
enough to control environmental
pollution."
"These trends show not only that
most students want more governmental action in the environmental
field, but that increasing numbers
of them are willing to become personally involved in the effort,"
Astin said.
Students have already begun to
get involved. In October, students
from more than 250 campuses invaded the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in hopes of
starting a national environmental
movement.
Among the other big attitude
changes in the survey:
-- Support
for abortion jumped
from 57 percent in 1988 to 64.7
"An abrupt
percent in 1989.
change in student attitudes of this
magnitude in just one year is most
unusual," Astin said. "It may well
reflect the students' growing con

all-tim-

public relations. "It's not like
Ohio State, in that Ucan give you
a degree for a specific job. Wooster gives its students, the opportunities to 'test the waters' and find a
field they would wantand enjoy."
As far as Grace's outlook on the
present and future here at Wooster,
she stated. "I find my department
exciting and invigorating, Wooster
is the type of institute that gives
. . i

i

i
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Additional toppings are $.99
Offer expires Feb. 14
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personal checks
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Every Sunday,
For Free Delivery
6-- 11
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of Wooster students)
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1
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for
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has
Hot Delicious
Chinese Food

Get 1 10"

.AUT fc

its students not only a chance, but
a great opportunity."
Grace will continue to freelance
write, and keep herself busy with
her role in Wooster's English department, but on top of all that
she and her husband are renovating
' ';
an old 1830 log cabin: '
She said, "I'm at Wooster to
learn as well as teach. If I wasn't
really learhinpr e$Whiii(g
learning relationships, it wouldn't
be worth it."

continued from page 12
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first-year-
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346 E. Bowman Street

na should be legalized, while an
high 77.8 percent said
that employers should be allowed,
to require drug testing.
"That was a chock to me because, in general, students are supportive of civil liberties. I think
this is another reflection of the
drug hysteria being whipped up by
'
politicians," Astin said.

cern about the Supreme Court's
position on this highly charged
topic."
-- Support for a national health
care plan to cover health care costs
s,
grew to 75.8 percent of the
compared to only 60.5 percent in 1985.
-- A surprising
e
low
16.7 percent agreed that marijua- -
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Program house seeks volunteers
to work with handicapped
If you are interested in living in
the program house which works
with the mentally and physically
disabled of the Ida Sue School and
Nick Hamster Workshop, please
contact Beth (ext.4152, box 1653)
or Liz (ext.4153, box 4168)
If you would like to help with
the Ida Sue School swimming pro

gram, please contact Beth or Liz at
the extensions and box numbers
above. This is an opportunity to
work with mentally and physically
disabled children every Wednesday
morning from 9 to 11. Any
amount of time you can give
would be appreciated.

j

.

.

Dene discusses program,

seeks recruits
"Do you believe that there is a
need for women of all cultures to
interact on this campus? Do you
want to contribute to the creation
of an environment where issues of
race are discussed in a straightforward manner?" These are the questions that two women on campus,
Tyra Grier and Germaine Temple,
are posing as they search for people interested in living in Dene
an interracial women's program
house.
The women who currently live '
in Dene believe that this campus
is in great need of racial awareness
and wishe to combat the discrimination and Iackjpf knowledge concerning relations between different
cultures and sexes. According to
Grier and Temple, the
of the house,' the women who live
in Dene work toward "establishing
interracial communications on
campus through the use of workshops, speakers, discussions, and
by living in an exemplary environ- -'
mem."
This environment, they explain,
"consists of women of all races
working and living together in
to broaden their perspectives as
1

co-direct-

ors

or-d- er

women of different cultures and
backgrounds."

9
19-2-

2

23
26
28

REGISTRATION FEE for 1990-9- 1 DUE
Decisions Announced: Program Houses and Luce
Acceptances Due: Program Small Houses and Luce
Applications Due: Babcock, Douglass, Off Campus Living

April 3
April 4
April 5
April 10
April 11

Decisions Announced: Babcock, Douglass, Off Campus Living
Acceptances Due: Babcock, Douglass, Off Campus Living
Applications Due: Wagner, Block,
Small Houses
Decisions Announced: Wagner, Block,
Small Houses
Acceptances Due: Wagner, Block,
Small Houses
Priority Numbers Posted
7
p.m. Babcock, Douglass, Wagner room Selection in Respective
Buildings
6-- 6:30 p.m.
Small House Room Selection in Lowry
6:30-- 7 p.m. General Room
Center Pit and

12-1-

Non-Progra- m

Non-Progra- m

Non-Progra- m

3

April 16

6--

have focused on three areas: learning and understanding the dynam-

ics of an interracial strategy, expanding their own ideas to encompass multi-raciperspectives on
oppression, and exploring their differences and commonalities as
women of diverse races. Their underlying goal, the directors report,
has been "to empower ourselves
and the other members of our com- -'
munity as we work together to
come to greater understanding of
these issues."
The house intends to continue
exploring these issues, and hopes
to become a stonger and more ac-tive voice on campus in the upcoming year. "Through our interracial community we hope to
create a unified family that can

Non-Progra- m
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stress. "We hope to have an influence both on and off campus."
Those women interested in . becoming a part of Dene are asked to
or Grier
contact Temple
as soon as possible.
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7:30 p.m. General Room
7- - 8 p.m. General Room
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work together," the directors
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The discussions that the women
of Dene have undertaken this year
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Wooster wins close game with Denison,
CI MITCHELL
Sports Writer
In one of the toughest basketball
leagues in Division in, you don't
take any team for granted. The top
team in the nation. Wittenberg,
lost to Allegheny this week.
Coach Steve Moore was determined not to let the same fate happen to his team. This week they

won two games over young clubs.
Last Saturday die Scots travelled
to Gambier, Ohio to visit the Ken-yo- n
Lords. The Lords had just
come off a near victory over Ohio
Wesleyan, one of the better teams
in the NCAC, but the Scots were
ready as they cruised to a 74-5- 5
victory.
Guard Mark 'the Riddler Stanley
led the way with a career high 25

Sports Briefs

87-8- 4

turnovers.

Again the Scot defense held
tough, holding the Kenyon perimeter personnel under double figures
and allowing the NCACs second
leading rebounder to grab only
three boards, six under his average.
Wensday night Wooster travelled
to Granville, Ohio to tango with

ter,

Wooster did not do as well in the
scoring among the nine
team
Tom Hungerford qualified
MAKING A WAKE: Wooster first-yeteams in the conference. The men
for the 1990 swimming nationals in the 1650 freestyle with a time of
The men's distance medley managed a fifth place behind Ohio
16:31.18 last weekend at the Indianapolis Invitational. He was the only
trounced their competition at the Wesleyan, Case Western, AlleghWooster swimmer to earn such an honor.- -.
NCAC relay meet, held at Ohio eny, and Dens ion, while finishing
Wesleyan last Saturday. Running ahead of Earlham, Kenyon, OberSWIFT LORDS: The Kenyon swimming program continued their
the
half mile, quarter mile, three , lin, and Wittenberg. The women's
dominace of Division III by claiming a majority of the national qualifyquarter
mile and mile in an overall team, fighting injury and illness,
ing spots in the North Coast Athletic Conference. Out of a possible 63
time
of 10:56, the men went among its members, took sixth
spots, the Lords landed an astounding 43....
straight to the lead in the first leg place. Ohio Wesleyan, Allegheny,
Denison, Kenyon, and Case West-estunever
it. First-yeCHRISTMAN, DOLAN HONORED: Wooster's Nancy Christ-ma- n and Joel lost
finished ahfad ofooster
McBurney
dents
and Jason
and KathyDolanwere named to the 1989 first and second team Aca- Hudson; senior Aaron Davies, and-- while Oberlin and Earlham fi- women's soccer squad, respectively, by the Ohio College
demic
junior Rob Noble made up the re-- , nished behind.
Soccer Coaches Association. The NCACs 13 first team selections high- lay.
'
"I was pleased overall wjth what
lighted the balloting.
today," commented Rice.
saw
"I expected to win the event," I
competed weU for this
"The
teams
,
said Head Coach Dennis Rice.
BROWN STILL OUT: Kenyon basketball coach Bill Brown re- "The maturity
season and they are
the
in
early
of the athletes,
mains on leave following his temporary departure nearly a month ago. showed as they pulled through, improving weekly."
Brown checked himself into a substance abuse clinic in Cleveland the even with
In the pole vault event, junior
the tough training week,,
night before his team was to play conference rival Wittenberg.
student
Gary Dudley and first-yebefore the meet"

4.

see

B-ba-
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SPOKEN TOO. SOON: Last week's edition of Sports Briefs included a summation of Wittenberg's men's basketball team who, at the time,
was 17--0 and ranked number one in Division IIL The Tiger's bid for a
perfect season and their number one ranking were spoiled this past week
in a 60-5- 7 loss to Allegheny. The Tigers dropped to number four in the
national polls as a result...

w'

le

m

ar

t.-.t-

Alaric Von Dam combined for a
second place showing Dudley
vaulted 13 feet while Vpn Dam
cleared 106". The men's two-mirelay, consisting of McBurney,
Davies, Hudson, and Noble again
combined for a terrific showing of
second place in 8:26 overall.'
For the women, senior JCristine
. Mushett threw the' shotput 332"
' and fir&l-yestudent Kristen Rogers threw 2410". Their overall total of 5 8" feet placed third among
. the teams,.Tb women justance
medley, made up of junior Shade

SHADE WHTTESEL
Assistant Sports Writer

ar

;

Whitesel, sophomores . Nettie

.
!

.

AeberU ran soucxjs
efforts
and finished fourth. ' .J'f.n."
"Shade and Nettie put us in post- -

see
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Lady Scot swimmers suffer first dual

meet loss

--

women's indoor track NCAC relays, the Ohio Wesleyan Bishops moved
Last Saturday the swim team
closer to their third consecutive Division m championship. Allegheny
travelled
to Springfield to face new
came in a close second to OWLTs 96 points with 94 while Denison (50),
rival Wittenberg. The .
N.CA.C.
Kenyon (35), Case Western Reserve (23), Wooster (15), Oberlin (9). and
the meet with an
entered
women
Earlham (4) followed accordingly
widfrafrff record while the men I
one loss. Unfortunately .
TEAM, TEAM, TEAM: Wooster women's basketball team has only hadwomen, Wittenberg was
the
for
won seven of its last eight games. The Lady Scot's 13--5 overall record,
solid and handed the Lady Scots .
1 in NCAC, has helped to tighten their hold on first place in the North
I
first dual meet loss.
Division. Although the men's team took one on the chin last week their
were
women
for
the
spots
Bright
against Wittenberg, they still remain in second place in the division and
supplied by juniors Kathy
lay claim to second place standings in four but of the eight statistical
and Shellie Green, sopho
team categories.
mores Sara Shumar and Katie Erd-ma-n,
Kelly Allen.
and first-yeGOOD STANDING: Sophomore point guard Erich Riebe is among
events: 200
won
two
Behringer
the league leaders in seven out of the nine statistical categories. His 4 '
while Green
butterfly
200
LM.
and
assists per game leads the league and his 15.6 points per game isnt too
5XX)
placed
second
and
free
the
won
bad either. But for a shooting guard, Riebe's 51.5 field goal percentage
Erdman
Katie
free.
200
in the
steals the show...Xady Scot center Amy Aukamp leads the NCAC in
placed second in both the 500 and
blocked shots with 30 and Coretta Jones is third in the league in steals 1000 freestyle while Sara Shnmar
with 50
third im jfe 200 fly and 200--'
5--

--

Beh-ring- er

ar

J

.

Ti

breasL

Classmate Lauren Yont placed
second in the latter. Kelly Allen
won the 100 free and took second
in the 50 free as she was just
touched out by die Wittenberg
swimmer. The final score was
Wittenberg 132 and Wooster 105.
The men had an easy time as
they drowned Wittenberg 141-7- 8.
Once again, Tom Hungerford won
both of his events. 500 and 1000
free, handily. Senior Ted Friedman
had a good meet as he placed second in the 1000 free and third in
the 500 free. Seniors Ben Teder-stroand Jeff Burt won the 200
fly and 200 back respectively,
while classmate Craig Dennison
placed third in the 200 back. First-yeWill Fischbach won the 200
breast and was followed by junior
Greg Bailey, who placed second.
m

ar

';

rr

,

o!

TOM STEFANIK
Staff Writer

THREE IN A ROW: After a dual victory in last week's men's and

-

J

Men's distance medley highlights
competition . at Ohio Wesleyan

Sports Briefs are compiled by Paul Jacobus, Sports Editor.
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another NCAC rival,' the Denison
Big Red. The Big Red tad every
intention of rolling over the second place team in the NCAC
North Division. The Scots did prevail, but only after 2 overtimes.
10
The final score was 87-8In a close game on (hroad in
the thick of the NCAC' race you
need clutch play and adership.

first man off the bench this year.
Buchanan was able to contribute 7
points and 2 rebounds with no

points in one of his best offensive
efforts of the year. Sophomore
Tim Southerland continued his offensive spurt with 12 points, inand three ascluding a
sists.
Stan 'the Man' Aukamp continued to lead the Scots in rebounding
with 11 off the glass. An important part of this game was the play
of Wooster freshman Brian Buchanan, who has became the Scots'
3-poin-

sftlge

i

r

Next week the team travels to
Ohio Northern for their final dual
meet of the season. Coach Keith
Beckett commented that only part
of the team will be making the
trip while the remainders wpll "fine
tune" for conferences, tfje. following
weekend He added that they should
still have little to worry about as
they should defeat O.N.U. easily.
Tom HunSo far only first-year

gerford will be representing
Wooster at nationals as he qualified in the mile freestyle last weekend at the Indianapolis invitation
al. Hopefully several more swimmers will qualify either thi week
end or next weekend at iDonferenc- es. Due to the presence df other
N.CA.C powers such as Kenyon
and Denison, Wooster swimmers
often have their best meets and
make the national times.
:

--

J
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Aches and pains of
Sometimes thinking of a col
umn idea is tough. I dunk of what
is going on in sports that I care
about and I write about it But up
until Wednsday morning I could
not think of anything.
But as I walked to class
Wednsday morning I had
a slight limp and then it
hit me: intramural hoops
were the day before. I
played two games in a
row. I had seven people
on my team and all of
us were sick. I don't
mean a little ill, I mean
C.J.

.

-

I.M.
a

a

That's right, a couple hundred.
There is B league and A league: the
good, the bad and the ugly. It is
the latest on campus. Any person
who shot baskets in his neighbor's
back yard now has the opportunity
to strut his stuff on the big court

Way I

sick!

We

- are fun.
does, but the games
I dont think many of the people
who play are really in shape.
Teams dread being skins because
their winter pale beer guts are revealed. In my first game, after the
m
other scored, I stood on the
g
line sucking wind and
desparately to live. As
1 tnea to onng ine oau
down the court, referee
;
Tim Southerland asked me
f
' i wamea a umcuuu. Ti id-- i
ii
)
plied, "Hell, yes!" I lived
-

-

r--

'

v

t

A

The great thing about B
league is that it doesn't
really matter how good you
are. You just have fun. The
players are usually varsity or junior varsity basketball players and it
is nice to get a compliment from
them such as "nice shot" or "nice
pass," especially for me because I
usually don't play well.
Most importantly I.M. is good
exercise. I get in some sort of
shape playing I.M. hoops and it
makes me think that I should work
out and get into better shape all
year round. But do I ever? Nope.

J

The A league consists of teams
made up of high school
and guys who should've, could've,
wish they had or did play college
basketball. These guys are serious
and the games are serious.
B league is considerably less serious and about twice as fun. Ugly
shots are frequent. I should know! I
shoot about half of them myself. I
try not to get serious and just have
fun but sometimes when I miss an
I
occassional lay-u- p or
everyone
guess
I
peeved.
get a bit
all-sta- rs

five-foot- er

Scots lead in 3 --pointer accuracy

ll:

continued from page 15
Matt Hiestand
Senior
his business
on
should have that
to the presresponded
card. Matt
sure with a career high 23 points,
five assists and five rebounds. He
the hard way,
scored a
with a basket and a foul, to put
Denison away in the second overtime.
But Hiestand was not the only
hero in this game. Here is 'the
scene: first overtime, Scots down
five with 30 seconds to play. Erich
that was
Riebe nailed a
NBA
the
beyond
scored
distance. Riebe responded by getting the ball to Buchanan under the
hoop to send it into the second
OT. Riebe had an excellent game,
with four of six scoring shots bestripe. He toyond the
talled 18 points, four rebounds and
eight assists.
Buchanan responded to his first
real pressure in college play with
eight points and four boards in 34
minutes, easily the most action be
has seen all year. He played for
Southerland, who fouled out in
regulation time.
Aukamp, who has become one
of the premier big men in the
co-capta- in

side-mm-

--

See
It
MITCHELL

coughed and hacked our
way through our games.
Why did I get off my death bed
to play I.M. hoops? I try to convince myself that it was because I
could sweat out my cold by running up and down the court chasing an orange ball (and because it
was so dam fun)!
Remember when the P.E.C.
used to be quiet and peaceful? It
isn't anymore! If you walk in there
almost any weekday night, you
find a couple hundred people playing I.M. hoops.

hoops

B-ba-

try-in-

So The

deathlv
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NCAC, took care of things on the
inside, scoring 17 points with four
slams, 12 rebounds and two
blocked shots.
Mark Stanley also added IS
points to keep the Big Red honest,
even though Denison tried a gimdefense to
mick triangle-and-tw- o
stop Wooster's perimeter players.
The hoopsters are now 13--7 and
2
in the NCAC. They sit in
.
second place behind Allegheny in
'
the NCACs North Divison as
they move towards a showdown
i with Allegheny College here at
Timken Gymnasium.
In the NCAC standings the
accuracy.
Scots lead in
They are second in offensive and
defnesive FG pet, team defense
5--

3-poi-

nter

andFTpcL

int

.

i

,

1

;

Erich Riebe now leads the league
in assists. He leads the three Scot
players who rank in the list of the
league's top IS scorers.
Wooster takes a break from
NCAC competition this weekend
when they face Dyke Saturday
night at home. Wednsday the
Scots will travel to Cleveland to
tackle Case Western Reserve before playing Ohio Wesleyan and
Allegheny at home in their two
most important games of the year.

Distance: Women finish fourth in medley
Sports Profile:

Snap Aldridge combines good playing and
leadership skills in Division III volleyball
RHONDA VANDEWORP
Staff Writer

Although Ken "Snap" Aldridge
only started to play for the men's
volleyball team last year, this season he has attained the position of
and he has proven to be
the team's most talented blocker
and hitter.
Coach John Finn believes that
Ken is a "natural for volleyball"
because of his great build, his
leaping abilities, and his height.
Besides these attributes, Ken's
hard work, dedication, and confidence have led him to be possibly
the best Division III player. Finn
is amazed at how far Ken has come .
in one year, and believes that "he '
could be a Division I player" if he
had started playing when he was a
first-yestudent
In addition to being an excellent
athlete. Ken is a respected leader.
"He's tough on his teammates
'
and sometimes gets mad, but there
co-capta-

in,

Finn backs his methods since Ken
is also aware of his own shortcomings.
Pete Hanlon also respects Ken's leadership role. "I
think that he is an exemplary leader. He's driven, and he never stops
striving to improve his skills,"
Hanlon said.
Much of the team's respect is
not only because of his actions on
the court, but off the court as
well. Ken was chosen as this
year's Outstanding Senior Male.
He is presently the
of Harambee, and the RA of Kate
House. He is also a popular DJ of
WCWS (Saturday nights
pjn. with Lester Burke and Quin-to- n
Massey).
Coach Finn values Ken as a
because he is a motivating
force. "We all want to be like a
varsity team, and we have varsity
commitment." Finn realizes,
however, that this attitude must
first "trickle down from the top."
Co-capta-
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continued from page 15

in

vice-preside-

11

co-capt-

Ken "Snap" Aldridge
is so much respect for him," Finn
continues. "It's not a popularity
contest to him. He's not afraid to
tell people how he feels." Coach

ar

while

first-ye- ar

students Eric

Dryshen and Peter Hourigan each
to a total of 764".
In the long jump, sophomore
Mark Marando and senior Kevin
Hicks competed and finished
fourth, jumping 20'3" and 19'1"
respectively. Wooster also placed
fifth in the 60 yard high hurdle
event, which consisted of first-yeAlex Head and Brian
students
triple-jump-

ed

ar

Gallagher.

The Scots will return to action
at Ohio Wesleyan for the third
consecutive time this Friday.

nt

8--

ar

ition with Ohio Wesleyan and Allegheny, and Anna and Karen carried the relay through," said Coach
Rice.
In the women's two mile relay
Aeberli, sophomores Beth Blake-mor- e
and Susan Louis, and junior
Eva Dodds also ran well, finishing
fourth overall in 10:46. Senior
Sable Olindo, sophomores Tashiek
Alston and Jennifer Johnson, and
first-yestudent Carolyn Kiss
competed in the sprint medley,
pulling off a sixth place in the
event.
The Wooster men scored twjj
more third place finishes, both in

the field events. Dudley and
McBumey combined to clear a total of ll'S" in the high jump

ain

Buy a Valentine for a friend, lover, or
secret admirer and have it sent by the
residents of Holden first new.
Buy them for 50 cents and write whatever you
wish. They will be on sale Wednesday,
February 7 and Thursday, February 8 in
Lowry during lunch and dinner. Each
Valentine will be delivered guaranteed with a
red or white chocolate kiss or a fireball!!

.

